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From Reader Review Spider-Man Loves Mary Jane, Volume 1 for
online ebook

Charles Spiegel says

I love this whole comic, everything about it! It's a spider-man comic that's not really about spider-man, but
about the high-school drama around him. That could have been done badly, but it's fantastic and I'm really
invested in the characters. And it's cute!

Emily says

I am extremely charmed by this collection, which recasts Mary-Jane as the protagonist of the story. Honestly,
I could have done with less Spider-man altogether. This is a graphic novel that is 50% high school drama
(think Archie), and 50% Mary-Jane's low-key obsession with dating Spider-man, which was the part that I
was decidedly less interested in. In this story, MJ isn't Peter's childhood friend or neighbor: she becomes
friends with him after an event in her friend group leaves her lonely. But she's simultaneously weirdly
obsessed with dating Spider-man anyway, even though her best friend (rightfully) tells her that's crazy. I
suppose it's a way to set up the eventual (view spoiler), but it felt like the writer just needed to keep
reminding us that yes, this was a Spider-man comic. I enjoyed the female-centric high school story so much
that I didn't need that, and I think it did the story a disservice.

Crazily enough, all of these seem to be out of print! I put a used book alert on this edition when I was at
Powell's in 2015, and the first copy came through in summer 2017. At this rate, I'll be reading volume 2 in
two years. Wish me luck.

Seth T. says

While retelling and refurnishing stories has a long and even ancient history, the current motivation seems
largely motivated by a need to keep our common story properties fresh (and therefore marketable). In the
classical era, refurbishing old tales was essential and taught as part of the progymnasmata. The best
storytellers were expected not to develop new stories but instead to work with the classics of the era. So
people grew accustomed to reinventing the legends and telling the stories from different perspectives, from
different points in time, featuring different characters, and to different ends. A breadth of methods were
explored and necessity mothered invention in very confined circumstances.

[She’s talking about Gwen Stacy ?_?]

Today, it’s a little bit different. We have the option to build any story we like. We can invent until our brains
fall out. And some of us do. But wholesale invention isn’t always safe. Audiences might not “get” a new and
exciting work. And readers are already comfortable with several fistfuls of already existing stories.
Revisiting these proven tales is one of the safest ways to market a new story. Hence Disney’s entire animated



catalogue. Hence the spate of cinematic adaptations that go back to the dawn of the moving picture. Hence
our current subject.

Spider-Man is almost a dead property. Or he should be. He’s had monthly adventures (or better) for more
than fifty years now. He never strays far from status quo. His story has been told over and over and over
again—enough so that any Spider-Man reader from any era can safely describe everything one really needs
to know about the character to jump-start a new reader into the concept. Radio-active spider bite. Uncle Ben.
Great power, greater responsibility. Sad sack normal dude. Tons of bad luck. Popular with the ladies. Sticks
to walls, super strength, and webshooters. Complicated relationship with the public. Everything else is
gravy. We’ve been there and done that. If not in comics, then in cartoons or films.

So really, what’s a publisher to do? Spider-Man is an essential Marvel product, but there’s got to be some
way to breathe life into his carcass. Sure, you can give him a new, adventurous writer/artist battery, but that’s
only catering to a small segment of his potential audience—the people who are already reading his books,
generally. So they throw in some of the old favourites. Spider-Man crossovers with other pop characters!
Spider-Man in the future (totally a legit move since Frank Miller turned Bruce Wayne into an old man with a
bad heart)! Or, and this was kind of genius, you make him into a barely appearing support character in a
normally supporting character’s book. And that is where the magic happens. Unfortunately, since it barely
lasted twenty-eight issues, it apparently wasn’t as popular as it deserved to be.

I’m guessing that Marvel was trying to market Mary Jane (and later, Spider-Man Loves Mary Jane) to a
young female demographic. I’m not sure if they ever succeeded in that goal or if the book only sold well to
then-thirty-year-old males such as myself. In any case, the recipe was right: Sean McKeever, fresh off
Dawson-Creeky indie rom-dram The Waiting Place, would write it; Takeshi Miyazawa, one of the most
vibrant young manga-inspired artists working in US comics would draw the heck out of the thing; Christina
Strain would do some amazingly fun things on colours; and it would star a young Mary Jane Watson in a
pretty much non-superhero book concerned with highschool drama and celebrity worship. I could imagine a
teen or pre-teen girl digging that. But what did I know? I was a thirty-year-old dude on the downhill end of a
waning relationship and I dug it. Maybe it was aimed at adult men after all?

[Oh Snap, Mary Jane! Time to step up your game!]

Spider-Man Loves Mary Jane absolutely sparkles. It’s the most fun I’d had on a Spider-Man book in ages.
Maybe ever.[1] Spider-Man Loves Mary Jane isn’t concerned with just how depressing Peter Parker’s life is
(which is, of course, the overwhelmingly resilient vibe I get from my accumulated contact with the original
series), partially because it isn’t really even about Spider-Man. At least not at first.

Mary Jane Watson is a popular girl. She’s good-looking, fun, buoyant, and has a fair amount of cross-over
appeal in her school—making nice with kids from multiple walks of life. She’s the lynchpin fourth to a trio
of popular friends: wealthy flirt, Harry Osborn; quarterback of the varsity football squad, Flash Thompson;
and Liz Allen, head cheerleader and Flash’s verbally abusive girlfriend. Mary Jane’s got a good good life,
but nothing’s perfect. Her friends want her to hook up with Harry because they’re basically made for each
other, but she’s actually incapable of generating any real romantic interest because her heart belongs to a
celebrity that she doesn’t even know: Spider-Man.



For much of the narrative, the hero occupies only the small dark corners of Mary Jane’s story. He’s not the
main character, after all; just the MacGuffin. This is really and truly Mary Jane’s story—at least for the first
several arcs, after which Peter Parker’s romantic drama begins insinuating itself into the narrative and we
start getting more scenes with no Mary Jane. But that’s all pretty late-in-game for the book’s lifespan and
one’s never sure if that creeps in as the book gradually distracts from its raison d’etre or if the shift was
editorially mandated.[2]

Spider-Man Loves Mary Jane is foremost the story of a young woman who cannot interact with reality in any
kind of healthy way, hiding her existential dissonance from friends and acquaintances by a mask of
effervescence. Even to her closest friend, the one who sees the cracks, she demurs, pretending that her fears,
insecurities, and obsessions are perfectly within normal parameters. It’s a balancing act that constantly
threatens to overwhelm her, and minor breakdowns pepper the script from start to finish.

One of the early geniuses of the book is that McKeever writes Spider-Man as the problem rather than the
solution.[3] If Mary Jane ever succeeds in her quest to win Spider-Man’s love and affection, she will have
lost her soul (so to speak). And Peter (a.k.a. Spider-Man), who titularly loves her, does not help her. He
encourages her fracture from reality by making the fantasy more realistic. Beyond just flirting with Mary
Jane while in costume, Peter at one point even takes Mary jane on a Spider-date. Peter’s more concerned
with his own needs than he is with Mary Jane’s—because he’s got his own issues with reality and his own
problems with coping in the social circuit.

[You guys are both blackholes of existential angst and you don’t even know it.]

This is part of the joy of McKeever’s version of the highschool Spider-verse: it plays as standard teen drama,
but every last character is a psychological mess for their own discrete reasons. Which makes sense when you
consider his prior work, The Waiting Place, which features the exact same kind of character complexity. I
mentioned earlier that this incarnation of the Spider-Man mythos is perhaps the one I enjoy the most, the one
that’s the most fun. Though a series of characters each with their own social disaffections doesn’t necessarily
sound very buoyant at first, it’s the combination of these characters’ unique social disabilities that make them
such a charming collection of personalities.

Takeshi Miyazawa, for his part, makes these dour-ish[4] kinds of interactions sparkly. His drawings of teens
have always held a certain verve and energy that very few artists in the superhero field seem able to muster
or imagine. He’s great with expression and posture, but more than most Marvel artists Miyazawa seems to
get clothing—and gives his characters a wide range of teen-ish fashion choices. His figures always seem
believable and lively. I’m actively broken-hearted that we don’t get to see more of his work.

Another contributor who turns the book into something more than just a second-tier effort on one of
Marvel’s little side books is Christina Strain, the colourist. Beyond just using a lot of screentones to texture
the art, Strain does pretty phenomenal work translating Miyzawa’s teens into something actually resemblant
of the real world. More than merely providing a variety of colours on their fashion, Strain gives the kids’
clothing patterns, graphics, and embroidery. It’s an understated effect but it goes yards toward establishing
them as real people. Here’s a sample of just three of the hundreds of examples in these volumes.

And if there’s any question of Miyazawa’s command over the book, everything kind of falls apart when he’s
not at the artistic helm. Early in the fourth arc he takes a break during a flashback chapter to be covered by



Valentine de Landro, and the book falters substantially in those two chapters. Later, Miyazawa ultimately
bids farewell to the book entirely (save for remaining on covers), handing the reins over to David Hahn, and
again the book loses substantial steam. And it’s not that Hahn is in any way a bad artist. He’s pretty great
actually and I loved his work on Private Beach. Hahn successfully draws a despondent Firestar, a frustrated
Flash Thompson, a wily Felicia Hardy, whatever. He does just fine. The only problem is that he’s following
the firestorm of Miyazawa’s tenure on the book and he’d have to do something downright incredible to not
be second best here.[5]

[Hey, look! An occasional superhero!]

And unfortunately, David Hahn never had the chance to make the book his own. Spider-Man Loves Mary
Jane folded with the close of the sixth act. I don’t know whether McKeever had hoped to end it here exactly
(as there are a couple unresolved bits), but he does a fair enough job. Nobody really gets over their problems;
and Mary Jane, while somewhat bottoming out, doesn’t seem to have had the ultimate kind of revelation that
we can trust will keep her from the kind of disassociation that makes her celebrity fantasies at the book’s
start possible. McKeever leaves the toys in place for a future writer[6], so it’s no surprise I guess that Marvel
revamped the series a year after it folded, headed by Strangers in Paradise creator Terry Moore.[7]

[Miyazawa draws the four friends hanging at the coffee shop.]

[The same quartet under David Hahn’s pen.]

As time goes by, it’s going to be increasingly difficult to get ahold of this series from the mid-Aughts, so if
you’re interested, get on your ball! I really do pretty highly recommend it for fans of the admixture of
superheroing and romantic drama. It’s lovely and lively and a testament to the fact that these old stories
aren’t entirely impossible to re-envigourate—if only creators can fashion something new and fancy from the
wasted old bones of canon material.
_______

[Review courtesy of Good Ok Bad.]
_______

Footnotes
1) I’ve read the original series up through Gwen Stacy’s exit, picked up again with the introduction of the
Hobgoblin in the John Romita Junior days, exited again with the introduction of Carnage, picked up some of
John Byrne’s run and some Tangled Web, and hopped on again for volume 2 of Amazing Spider-Man
(written by Howard Mackie and then by Michael J. Straczynsky) before exiting for good and forever after
the “Sins Past” arc—because why on earth would anyone stay after that? There were some good stories in
there (like “Kraven’s Last Hunt” and the Aunt May Figures It Out episode), but none were particularly fun.

2) It’s easy to suspect the latter, as the book goes from being simply titled Mary Jane to shoehorning in
Parker even above the heroine with Spider-Man Loves Mary Jane. The title shift always grated on me a bit,
1) for making Spider-Man the headliner of another character’s story, but also 2) for insisting that Spider-Man
loves Mary Jane rather than vice versa, stripping the book of any real tension, since no matter who Peter’s
dating, you are told explicitly by the title that he loves Mary Jane. Simultaneously, her love of Spider-Man is
never at stake because the entire book is predicated on her obsession for the hero.



3) Or at least a very visible symptom of the problem.

4) Sort of not a fair description since McKeever gives the kids a good deposit of lively, humourous dialogue
to fill in the crevasses of angst, woe, and social disability.

5) Actually, the only Marvel/DC artist I can think of who could have been a suitable replacement for
Miyazawa is Stuart Immonen in his Nextwave/Never As Bad As You Think phase. It would have been
different but would have also been distinct enough to reinvent the book while retaining some of Miyazawa’s
stylistic energy. Expanding beyond Marvel/DC artists, the only other artist I could see succeeding is
Yoshitoki Oima (creator of  A Silent Voice ). She’d probably even be a more solid choice than Immonen,
really.

6) Which is exactly the kind of thing that pushed me to abandon Marvel/DC books about eight years ago. If
all stories have to circle back to the beginning, then they really aren’t much stories at all, just narrative
tricks—and seeing the same trick played over and again for years upon years just gets plain dulling.

7) The revamp, unfortunately, has essentially no relation to the prior series. Characters behave in wildly
different manner and are now first-day sophomores in highschool rather than the juniors or seniors they were
previously. The second series may or may not be fine—I haven’t been able to give it a fair shot due to my
investment in McKeever and Miyazawa’s vision for the story.

Shane Moore says

Cute!

This manga-inspired take on high school Spider-Man focused on his friendships and dual relationship with
MJ works surprisingly well.

Pranay says

In the Spider-man books the most endearing part of the adventures is usually Peter Parker rather than Spider-
man. The young man Parker suffers like all of us normal people and he faces problems about money, rent,
job etc like all of us. Constantly struggling and surviving but in that tale there is HOPE. To do the right thing
despite the odds. I think there is also this secret fascination that we have to see him succeed because in him
we also see a part of ourselves. Its that part where we identify with him and are rooting for him to come up
on top.
However in the last couple of decades the writers working on Spider-man have lost the essence of Parker and
with it the plot and the audience.
Sean Keever brings out Peter Parker and Spider-man from the eyes of young Mary Jane Watson. Its a fresh
twist to the tale that brings in a new perspective to the legendary tale. The starting is quite boring in this 300
plus page paperback where Mary Jane's relationship with her friends Liz Allen, Harry Osburn and Flash



Thomson is cultivated to life. But soon drama unfolds in the Homecoming series. Thats the plot which
becomes interesting and develops into something big. The story is completely from MJ's perspective and it
becomes engrossing & interesting to see how love bloomed between Peter & her.
There is less of Spider-man. In fact he makes larger than life entrances and fights off villains in a very super
hero way which is exactly what was required for this series. The one-liners are fantastic and bring a
automatic smile to your face. Eg: Spidey knocks out Goblin in a rack of clothes in a shop and mouths off
"you go perfect with last years fashions. who knew!"

The writer Mckeever does good balancing job and keeps the story moving entertaining and moving forward
at a good pace. Its his interpretation of the Spidey world where MJ is the lead.
The art by Takeshi Miyazawa is a bit cartoony where characters look artificial with big eyes and sharp edges.
He also uses simple blocks and does not go for splash pages which could have really added impact in the
action or confrontation scenes. That said he does a very good job with expression and body language of the
various people. Overall it is still a visual treat.
The book ends with a full page with an entrance of a character which I really could not have imagined. So I
will definitely be catching up on volume 2.

To sum it up this book brings in freshness and is almost like a new series (read lease of life) for Spiderman.
A job well done by Marvel.

Steven Matview says

Have you ever found yourself wondering what it would be like if your friendly neighborhood Spider-Man
swung into an episode of “The O.C.?”

“Spider-Man Loves Mary Jane” attempts to answer that question and the results are surprisingly awesome.

Mary Jane "MJ" Watson is a kindhearted high school everygirl. She's sort of popular, comes off as upbeat,
but is full of insecurities. Much of her free time is spent with her best friend Liz Allen, the head cheerleader
who is a bit self-centered and quite bossy, and Liz’s boyfriend Flash Thompson, the prototypical meathead
jock. He says dumb things, wears a stupid cowboy hat and relishes every chance he gets to make fun of some
Harry Potter looking dweeb named Peter Parker.

Liz and Flash are desperate to hook up MJ with resident rich kid and generally nice, if a bit boring, dude
Harry Osborne. Despite a lack of chemistry above the “friendship” level, they finally go on a date, and
sparks fly. Literally, sparks fly because after the date, Mary Jane ends up in the crossfire of electricity
wielding supervillain known as Electro and meets her real love interest.

The rest of the series finds MJ getting her first job, clash with her best friend, deal with jealously and other
topics you’d expect from a YA series. Oh, and she tries to woo Spidey and avoid getting killed by the
occasional super battle taking place in the peripheral.

Writer Sean McKeever does his best work with this series. Spider-Man’s mythos are updated for the 21st
century and it all feels pretty natural. People have a tendency when updating these properties to rely too



heavily on technology references to sound hip. McKeever has a more timeless quality here. The dialogue is
snappy and fun. Mary Jane has never been as likeable as she is in this series. And no one feels like a 30 year
old pretending to be a teenager!

And the drama is, well, dramatic. Be warned, if melodrama isn’t your thing, you probably won’t get into this
book as much. But hey, the whole reason Lee and Ditko’s “Amazing Spider-Man’ took off was that the duo
blended super heroics with high school drama, so this is just the same thing turned up to 11.

Artist Takeshi Miyazawa is very manga influenced, which makes sense since this series was partially created
to appeal to the manga audience. He is probably the most fashion-conscious of all marvel artists after Adrian
Alphona, and he draws a great “annoyed” face, which you’ll see often here.

You don’t need any prior knowledge of the Spider-Man mythos to enjoy this series, which is great, since it
was clearly designed to attract new readers. In fact, you’ll probably enjoy it more if you grew up a fan of
John Hughes movies or CW dramas.

Hey, I know that pose!

This is a real hidden gem in the Marvel U and it’s a shame more people haven’t checked it out.

kit: Twitter | Tumblr

Dylan says

3 stars.

This was cute! Nothing is wrong with it, just not groundbreaking. I'm interested to see where the series goes!

Blair Conrad says

Cute. Not as endearing as Terry Moore's run, but a pretty good stage-setting. Honestly, I was hoping for a
little more Peter in the first portion, but it was important to introduce MJ and the gang as people in their own
rights, and the story did that. Probably not the sort of thing I'd've looked at if it weren't for the fact that the
characters had a history, but I enjoyed it.

Cindy says

Spider-Man Loves Mary Jane is a really cute series; I really enjoyed it more than I expected to. I thought this
was going to be a really sappy teen romance soap opera, and yes, it has it's drama but the characters actually
have dimension which is something I didn't expect. Most writing for teens tends to be really saturated but



McKeever did a great job giving the characters depth. Flash Thompson and Liz Allen could have easily been
written off in stereotypes and become the least appealing characters in the group but they're not. Flash is still
a bully to Peter, but he's not just some dumb jock, he's a loyal friend. Liz Allen is bossy and really mean to
Flash, her personality can come off really harsh and a turnoff to readers but she's Mary Jane's best friend and
no amount of crazy jealousy keeps Liz from being there when it counts. I think anyone can related to any one
of these characters which is the appeal to the series. Seeing how we're taken into this journey through MJ's
perspective, she's a likeable lead character without being annoying or a "Mary Sue" which keeps me
engaged. Then there's Spider-man which we can all agree that Peter Parker has always been the more
interesting part of this hero's life. Ending this volume with the introduction of Gwen Stacy was a perfect fit;
I'm excited for what Volume 2 brings.

Callie Rose Tyler says

3 1/2 Stars

This got better as it went on, at the beginning it was very Spidey-lite with him swooping in here and there for
a few panels and then there were only a few passing references to Peter.

The first half basically focused on MJ and Harry and their friends Flash and Liz. some love triangles and
misunderstanding all coming to a head at the Homecoming dance. This was interesting but not really what I
signed up for. It was more Mean Girls than Marvel.

I was a little annoyed by how literally every guy in this high school is in love with Bella Swan Mary Jane
and apparently even the girls at this school worship her. Why? I'm not exactly sure, and the author doesn't
really show us. Still, there was a fantastic scene between best friends MJ and Liz that very accurately
summed up the love and hate feelings that go on between female friends. It struck a cord with me and helped
me connect with the characters.

However, the second half is where this book got really interesting. There was much more Spider-man and the
relationship between MJ and Peter finally started to pick up steam.

Overall, a great comic for younger readers and a much better characterization of Mary Jane when compared
to the train wreck that is
Kristin Dunst.

Klara says

When I first saw the fluffy cover portraying Mary Jane and Spider-Man as high schoolers, I cynically
thought Marvel was trying way too hard to appeal to girls and quite literally scrunched my nose at it. But
borrowing from a library means reading stuff you aren’t sure you’d enjoy, so I gave it a shot and discovered
a charming comic that I would re-read over Ultimate Spider-man any day of the week. The relationships and
problems portrayed are as complex as real-life ones and have real emotional depth. Despite being popular at
school and a favorite among comics fans, Mary Jane personally strikes me as a private person/character and



this story is a rare look into Mary Jane’s anxious but hopeful inner life.

Artemis says

Bought this out of curiosity more than anything else. I wanted to see how a Spider-Man story told from the
point of view of his ordinary would-be girlfriend would fare - in this case, it's Mary-Jane Watson's story.
And it's by a male writer, in 2006.

As it turns out, 'Spider-Man Loves Mary-Jane, Volume 1' is a sweet, understated and quite charming high
school drama comic that happens to be set in the world and city of Spidey. It's about Mary-Jane and the
growing relationships she has with her group of friends - Liz Allen the cheerleader, Flash Thompson (that is
such a jock character name, isn't it?) the quarterback, and Harry Osborn the rich boy. Oh, and Peter Parker
will slowly but surely get involved in her life as well. He's a bit sneaky like that.

Starting out as best friends from childhood, towards homecoming, things between MJ and co become very
complicated. Heartbreaking, even. So many feelings clashing and then changing. It truly is like the worst
aspects of the cursed transitional period into adulthood that is high school.

If I were an insecure teenage boy, I'd call this 'Friendzone: the comic'.

Amid all the love and friendship drama, kind and caring popular girl Mary-Jane goes job-hunting, and tutors
her friends (with PG-rated benefits). She also wishes to avoid a depressing domestic existence.

What makes MJ happiest of all: She has a big crush on Spider-Man.

The web-slinger in the red and blue PJ's is her fantasy guy - her literal hero; many times she seems to get in
the way whenever he is fighting crime. Yep, even when she's the leading lady, Mary-Jane Watson is still
pretty much a damsel in distress. But at least here she's assertive, determined, and knows what she wants and
will get it. And what she wants more than anything is for Spidey to be her homecoming prom date. Or her
regular date, whichever.

But will that seemingly-impossible dream come true? And if it does, will the fantasy live up to the reality?
Will the mystery of the masked hero lose its allure for her, a changeable teen?

Like I said, there is a lot of high school teen drama happening in 'Spider-Man Loves Mary-Jane'. There are
connecting story and character threads in each issue, whilst being completely different from the previous
one. Some characters you start out liking can turn into dicks - like the selfish, insecure Harry, and the bully
Flash, and especially the jealous secret mean girl Lindsay - and some you start out disliking but suddenly end
up really liking; Liz, who despite leaning towards the obnoxious and overbearing, is the only person who
remains a loyal and supportive friend to poor Mary-Jane.

Female friendships in comics = excellent.

Though since this is an early-to-mid-2000's high school story, there are a few instances of unchecked slut-
shaming and girl-on-girl hating. But 'Spider-Man Loves Mary-Jane' manages to avoid some high school
drama cliches by having the characters actually talk to each other about their problems and feelings, and
calling one another out on occasion. It does happen, thank whatever-you-believe-in.



In a way, it is realistic, or as realistic as I'd expect it to be. Teenagers are selfish, ungrateful and superficial;
on differing levels. So while there ended up being some annoying parts in the comic, near the end, I could
deal with it. 'Spider-Man Loves Mary-Jane' is, ahem, dealistic. Not so idealistic.

The idea of a teen crush on a superhero is deconstructed, if in a simple way that's accessible to children and
young adults (because this is YA marketing for comic books, as was intended). Mary-Jane Watson is pretty
and a sweetheart, but not a pushover. She's not a total saint, either. She's the kind of girl most teenage girls -
myself included, way back - would want to be like: popular but not mean, and who won't sell her soul for the
price of popularity in the survivalist hell that is high school.

MJ is not that popular, however, as she gets picked on a lot and jealous girls will delight in making her
suffer. On top of that, she has low self-esteem and confidence issues, due to a home life she tells no one
about (which is hardly touched upon at this stage).

Mary-Jane is stronger than she thinks she is, and is able to rise above it all. Mary Sue, my foot.

She doesn't even need Spider-Man for her character growth; only as a wake-up call of sorts. The nice,
attractive redhead is an aspiring actress, and she may at a snail's pace be developing feelings for her nerdy
tutor and friend Peter Parker, who along with every other guy in school is clearly smitten with her, and who
keeps disappearing whenever there's criminal trouble...

The slightly-manga-style aesthetic artwork is gorgeous, too. Can't forget about that. It's colourful and nicely
done, managing not to feel gimmicky for its time.

'Spider-Man Loves Mary-Jane, Volume 1' - Recommended. It is less about superheroics - though those
action moments are gleeful and fun when they arrive, since they contain the quippy Spidey fighting
ridiculous costumed supervillains - and more about high school characters. Never mind; they are good
characters the reader will grow to care about, but not all are decent and caring. Girls are its target
demographic, and despite its romantic melodrama angle, I don't feel insulted by it.

It's a product of its time, sure, but it's cute and well-written. It was a mid-2000's experiment from Marvel
Comics in attracting new audiences, and I give it high marks for having effort put into it, in terms of art,
character, and slice-of-life/superhero world storytelling.

It might be lovely to have a friend like MJ. Or complex. Or dangerous, depending on what
continuity/timeline this path takes.

Final Score: 3.5/5

Caitlin says

That this was written by a man is very evident in the storytelling. Mary Jane has no characterization except
that she's considered perfect by other characters and is attractive. This Spider-Man was ADORBS
THOUGH.



L.M. Ransom says

*SPOILERS*SPOILERS*SPOILERS*SPOILERS*SPOILERS*SPOILERS*SPOILERS*SPOILERS*

I already knew I was going to like this series of Marvel graphic novels, simply because I love the
relationship between Peter Parker and Mary Jane Watson. I've read plenty of comics and other graphic
novels involving this particular couple, and loved all of them. In this run of graphic novels, Peter and MJ are
in high school, and figuring out who they are, not only in terms of themselves, but to each other, as well. MJ
wants to date Spider-Man, which her friend Liz says is crazy. MJ persists, and does get that elusive date with
the wall-crawler. Unfortunately, it comes at the expense of dating Peter Parker, her best friend and tutor.
There are the usual awkward high school moments, made all the more so because you know that when Flash
Thompson is picking on Peter, Peter could easily throw him across the room using his spider-enhanced super
strength. But Peter chooses to take the high road, and allows himself to get picked on. He is very sweet to
MJ, and I want them to get together NOW, but alas, high school romance is what it is. We all know things
won't resolve that quickly, especially when Gwen Stacy shows up.
Good writing and nice illustrations abound, and I just really enjoy the storyline. I'm currently reading
Volume two now.

Emily says

AHHH SO CUTE I love spider-man


